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In this engaging document of the times, award-winning photographer and documentary filmmaker
Lisa Law uses 28 interviews with 1960s 'icons' to expand and explain the marching orders for a
whole generation: 'make love not war,' 'tune in, turn on, drop out,' 'Question Authority.' Perhaps as
much as anything, Interviews with Icons serves as a direct rebuttal to the revisionists of recent
years who debate the relevance and legacy of the '60s and challenge the efficacy of the
counterculture and the 'revolution' which it advocated and idealistically pursued. It would seem,
now, looking back, that time, science, and history have substantiated the '60s advocates' claims. In
almost every interview there is mention of ecology and expansion of consciousness; as Paul
Krassner says, 'Sex, drugs and rock & roll were only the visible signs of what was basically a
spiritual revolution', or as Lenny Bruce said: 'People are leaving the Church and going back to God.'
The 'We' generation's representatives reminisce on everything from communes to the bomb, from
Native Americans to LSD, from the death of JFK to the death of rock & roll- all singing the epoch's
praises to the melodies of its songs while 'flying their freak flag high.' These through-lines, and the
expanded soulful remembrances that support them, serve as a mirror held up to the era and its
participants who witnessed the coming together of evolutionary and revolutionary forces. 'A social
epiphany,' as Ginsberg calls it. Or, as Ram Dass says, 'It was a time when we realized that process
and product were the same thing, and that Love is a stronger power than fear. We were looking at
the world with fresh-washed eyes.' Collected here are not only philosophical musings, but some
great personal stories such as Dennis Hopper's telling of Dylan's writing 'The Ballad of Easy Rider,'
or Viet Nam vet Craig Preston's account of his homeless life in Golden Gate Park. The book not
only contains a gala of famous names (Leary, Fonda, Ginsberg, Taj Mahal...), but also chronicles
many of the behind-the-scenes characters and movers-and -shakers from the flowerpower years
(Mountain Girl, Jahanara Romney, Viola Spolin, Ron Thelin, Rick Klein...) who have equally integral
stories
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Groovy Bob The Life and Times of Robert Fraser, Harriet Vyner, Jul 26, 2001, Biography &
Autobiography, 288 pages. Arrested for possession of drugs with Mick Jagger and Keith Richards in
the infamous 1967 Redlands bust, Robert Fraser embodied many of the elements that made up
Swinging.

Utopian vistas the Mabel Dodge Luhan House and the American counterculture, Lois P. Rudnick,
1996, Biography & Autobiography, 401 pages. Mabel Dodge Luhan, hostess and visionary, made
Taos, New Mexico, a center for artists and utopians when she moved there in 1917 and began
inviting friends to visit her. Utopian.

The Fondas , Gerald Cole, Wes Farrell, Jan 1, 1985, , 192 pages. .

Reel conversations candid interviews with film's foremost directors and critics, George
Hickenlooper, May 1, 1991, Performing Arts, 370 pages. .

Cool Rules Anatomy of an Attitude, Dick Pountain, David Robins, Aug 1, 2000, Education, 189
pages. Pountain and Robins offer a serious, systematic analysis of the attitude known in the
vernacular as cool. They examine the history, psychology and importance of cool, situating.
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Laid Bare A Memoir of Wrecked Lives and the Hollywood Death Trip, John Gilmore, 1997,
Biography & Autobiography, 251 pages. A powerful chronicler of the American Nightmare
through his gripping examinations of near-mythic Southern California murders (the Black Dahlia,
Tate-La Bianca), John Gilmore.

Still Here Embracing Aging, Changing, and Dying, Ram Dass, 2000, Self-Help, 209 pages. The
noted spiritualist offers humorous and insightful guidance for exploring the joy, pain, and
opportunities of the later phases of life.

Medical and Personal Marijuana Cultivation , Ed Rosenthal, 2010, Gardening, 510 pages. Grow
the biggest most resinous, potent buds! This book contains the latest knowledge, tools, and
methods to grow great marijuana---indoors and out. Use the most efficient.

Flashing on the 60s , Baron Wolman, Jun 20, 2000, Photography, 143 pages. Through all the
personal journeys, fiery protests, and revolutionary happenings, Law was snapping away with
her camera, chronicling the turbulent '60s in snapshots. First.

Beneath the Diamond Sky Haight-Ashbury 1965-1970, Barney Hoskyns, 1997, History, 221
pages. Chronicles the music, politics, and culture of the Haight-Ashbury scene.

Bittersweet , Susan Strasberg, 1980, Biography & Autobiography, 285 pages. The actress's
account of her troubled life covers her desperate relationships with her parents, her early
successes, her reckless affairs and marriage, her experiences with.

Hippie , Barry Miles, 2005, History, 384 pages. An illustrated celebration of the 1960s
counterculture captures the political fervor, historical events, slogans, sayings, fashions, styles,
music, artwork, and other.

Film Forum Thirty-five Great Filmmakers Discuss Their Craft, Elena Oumano, 2010, Biography &
Autobiography, 352 pages. .

Flashing on the sixties , Lisa Law, 1997, History, 143 pages. The sixties -- an extraordinary era; a
time of personal journeys, fiery protests, and revolutionary happenings. Through it all, Lisa Law
was there with her camera, snapping.



World heritage archaeological sites and urban centres, Unesco, IntesaBci, 2002, Art, 383 pages. A
tour of forty-six of the world's most important archaeological sites uses rich color photography and
fascinating text to highlight historical areas worthy of preservationYankcanuck Steamships Limited
, G. I. Longhurst, Skip Gillham, 2005, Transportation, 60 pages Lumen, Incorporated, 2000 The
Sistrunk families , Thomas Olloise Sistrunk, 1997, Reference, 442 pages Introduces the geology,
physics, and chemistry of the seas, sediments, the ecology of various marine environments,
resources from the sea, and management problems. This book provides a contemporary approach
to counseling and psychotherapy theories. Many of the chapters are brief, and experiential
exercises are presented that help bring. While people will buy this book because itвЂ™s so darn
cute, smart cats know that itвЂ™s chock full of must-know information to make their lives even
more pleasant than it already.



Cultural anthropology, a perspective on the human condition , Margaret Rauch, 1998,
Anthropology, 98 pagesIntroduction to Indo-European Linguistics Translated from Einfuhrung in
Die Vergleichende Sprachwissenschaft, Oswald J. L. SzemerГ©nyi, 1996, Language Arts &
Disciplines, 352 pages. Professor Oswald Szemerenyi's Einfuhrung in die vergleichende
Sprachwissenschaft, first published in 1970, remains the standard introduction to comparative Indo-
European Free Lunch Easily Digestible Economics, David Smith, 2008, Economics, 282 pages. The
economy has never been so relevant to so many people as it is now, and it's vital that we
understand how it affects our lives. 'There's no such thing as a free lunch' is This White Paper, part
of a series dealing with European Union affairs, contains details of forthcoming EU activities during
the course of 2005, the first full year of the. It is in this, the second Holmes novel, that the great
detective comes fully to lifeвЂ”not only as a melancholic and an inscrutable master of deduction,
but also as an incurable. Self-assessment questions and numerous worked examples are included
in this 2nd edition introductory text to the main ideas and practical aspects of cost and
management accounting.
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Amalgamation , Jay Fox, 1923, Labor unions, 45 pagesThe Tragedy of Z , Ellery Queen, 1987,
Fiction, 190 pages. The elderly detective Drury Lane is aided by Patience Thumm in the
investigation of the mysterious death of a corrupt state senator download Interviews With Icons:
Flashing on the Sixties Lumen, Incorporated, 2000 Elements of oceanography , Jon Michael
McCormick, John V. Thiruvathukal, 1976, Science, 346 pages Fabulous Freezer Meals is a collection
of over 200 recipes for dishes that can be frozen, then reheated and served later. Each recipe uses
everyday ingredients and includes. In just one semester at Iron Bridge Academy, The Grey Griffins
have already had quite an education-clockwork robots, students with super powers, and a hidden
land beyond our.
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Northumberland and Durham a social miscellany, David Dougan, Frank Graham, 1969, History, 80
pagesHome Dialysis in Japan Contemporary Status, H. Suzuki, 2012, Medical, 189 pages.
Presenting the latest advances in research and clinical care Despite the various advantages of
home dialysis compared to in- center hemodialysis, only a fraction of patients in
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Occupational exposure limits, 1990 , Great Britain. Health and Safety Executive, 1990, Technology
& Engineering, 32 pagesBusiness Accounting , Frank Wood, Don MacDonald, 1997, Accounting,
576 pages



The Best Of Wedding Photography Techniques And Images From The Pros, Bill Hurter, Apr 1,
2005, Photography, 126 pages. An invaluable resource for all wedding photographers in the digital
era, this latest edition serves as both an indispensable guide to digital capture techniques and
anHistorical Viewpoints: Since 1865 , John Arthur Garraty, 1995, History Lisa Law Lumen,
Incorporated, 2000 Our Wherry in Wendish Lands From Friesland Through the Mecklenburg Lakes
to Bohemia, Henry Montagu Doughty, 1985, Europe, Central, 406 pages This guide will help you
through every step of the homeschooling process, from making the initial choice to choosing a
curriculum to launching your children successfully into. Combining the analysis of biotic and abiotic
components of terrestrial ecosystems, this volume provides a synthesis of material on arid and
semiarid landscapes. It presents the. The new edition of For Your Information 1: Reading and
Vocabulary Skills, by Karen Blanchard and Christine Root, helps beginning students become
engaged, thoughtful, and.



Chaga Childhood A Description of Indigenous Education in an East African Tribe, Otto Friedrich
Raum, 1940, Education, 422 pages. This account of traditional education among the Chaga, a
Bantu-speaking people of Tanzania, was one of the earliest studies of indigenous education. The
first part of the bookLove, Reason, and God's Story An Introduction to Catholic Sexual Ethics,
David Cloutier, 2008, Religion, 292 pages. In Love, Reason, and God's Story: An Introduction to
Catholic Sexual Ethics, Dr. David Cloutier provides readers with a basic understanding of the
history of Catholic teaching
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Navarrone , Helen R. Myers, Aug 1, 1992, Fiction, 188 pages101 Fabulous Rotary-Cut Quilts , Judy
D. Hopkins, Nancy J. Martin, 1998, Crafts & Hobbies, 272 pages. Provides dimensions, material
lists, instructions, and patterns for making 101 rotary-cut quilts; and includes photographs
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The Question Concerning Technology, and Other Essays , Martin Heidegger, Jan 19, 1982,
Philosophy, 224 pages. "To read Heidegger is to set out on an adventure. The essays in this
volume--intriguing, challenging, and often baffling to the reader--call him always to abandon allThe
house a manual of rural architecture: or, How to build country houses and out-buildings, Daniel
Harrison Jacques, 1866, Architecture, 176 pages Carbohydrates in solution a symposium sponsored
by the Division of Carbohydrate Chemistry at the 162nd meeting of the American Chemical Society,
Washington, D.C., Sept. 14-15, 1971, Horace Smith Isbell, American Chemical Society. Division of
Carbohydrate Chemistry, American Chemical Society, 1973, Science, 421 pages Everything that's
needed to brew beer right the first time. Presented in a light-hearted style, this authoritative text
introduces brewing in a easy step-by-step review that. Containing the entire contents of the New
Revised Standard Version (NRSV) Old and New Testaments, this Bible features a soft, supple cover
with a heat-burnished cross on the.
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London , Christine Hatt, Jan 1, 2000, Juvenile Nonfiction, 48 pages. Discusses the events and
people that have shaped the city of London, its history, architecture, museums, shops, economy,
culture, and way of lifeLeading Schools of Excellence and Equity Closing Achievement Gaps Via
Academic Optimism : Exploring Best Practices and Documenting Effective Strategies, Kathleen M.
Brown, 2010, Business & Economics, 120 pages. The purpose of this empirical inquiry of state-
recognized "Honor Schools of Excellence" was to explore how these schools of distinction are (or
are not) promoting and download Interviews With Icons: Flashing on the Sixties Lumen,
Incorporated, 2000 Microsoft Excel 2010 Step by Step, Curtis Frye, 2010, Computers, 436 pages.
Describes the new features of the software program, including enhancements to the interface,
PivotTables, data exchange, and chart and table functions, and provides lessons and First
published in France in 1937, this important essay marked a turning point in SartreвЂ™s
philosophical development. Before writing it, he had been closely allied with. Read at Home is
designed for young, beginner readers. It features all the popular Oxford Reading Tree characters in
exciting stories specially written for parents to support. Covering the period up through the 2012
elections, this book accomplishes three important goals: First, it introduces readers to the
American approach to public policy making.
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The Doctor Returns , Stella MacLean, Sep 1, 2013, Fiction, 304 pages. Secrets and second chances
Sherri Lawson seems to be the only person not welcoming Dr. Neill Brandon back to Eden Harbor,
Maine. She has moved on from their shared past. Yet aOn the Good Life , Marcus Tullius Cicero,
1971, Foreign Language Study, 382 pages. For the great Roman orator and statesman Cicero, 'the
good life' was at once a life of contentment and one of moral virtue - and the two were
inescapably intertwined. This Introduction to statics , Irving Herman Shames, 1971, Science, 235
pages This text considers grazing management from the viewpoint of the ecology of grazing
systems and focuses on the interrelationships between plant and animal populations which. This is
a warm-hearted story about Sarah, a young blind girl, and her new-found friendship with a dog
named Skippy. This study explores the nature of teachers' roles. expectations of teachers, and
quality of teacher life in school. Looking at the challenges faced by educators today, the.
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Spot Sleeps Over , , 1990, Juvenile Fiction, 32 pages. Spot packs his toys for his first sleepover at
his friend's house next door, forgetting one essential item--his beloved teddy bearGhetto Revolts ,
Peter Henry Rossi, 1973, Social Science, 321 pages The Oxford Book of Children's Verse in America
, Donald Hall, 1990, Juvenile Nonfiction, 319 pages. A collection of American poems written for
children or traditionally enjoyed by children, by such authors as Longfellow, Poe, Eugene Field,
Langston Hughes, Dr. Seuss, and Jack download Interviews With Icons: Flashing on the Sixties
2000 Lumen, Incorporated, 2000 The heroic Greek dramas that have moved theatergoers and
readers since the fifth century B.C. Towering over the rest of Greek tragedy, the three plays that
tell the story of. A simple introduction to the Lincoln Memorial, including its history, designer,
construction, location, and importance as a symbol of the United States.



University of California Publications in Psychology, Volume 2 , University of California (1868-1952),
1916, PsychologyIndustrial Maintenance Electrical and Instrumentation , NCCER, 2009, Plant
maintenance, 302 pages. DESCRIPTION This exceptionally produced trainee guide features a
highly illustrated design, technical hints and tips from industry experts, review questions and a
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Buddhism, Knowledge and Liberation A Philosophical Study, David Burton, 2004, Religion, 188
pages. Buddhism is essentially a teaching about liberation - from suffering, ignorance, selfishness
and continued rebirth. Knowledge of 'the way things really are' is thought by manyWorld Studies
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272 pages
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The Greater Thief , Alexandra Carey, Sep 16, 2012, Fiction, 269 pages. The world of gangs and
broken dreams is spilling out of the estate. For today, it's everybodys businessThe coral reefs of
the tropical Pacific, Volume 28, Part 1 , Alexander Agassiz, 1903, Coral reefs and islands, 410
pages
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Elementary multivariable calculus , Bernard Kolman, William F. Trench, 1971, Mathematics, 505
pagesPeasant Women and Politics in Fascist Italy The Massaie Rurali, Perry R. Willson, 2002,
History, 221 pages. Peasant women were the largest female occupational group in Italy between
the wars. They led lives characterised by great poverty and heavy workloads, but Fascist
propaganda
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My Guinea Pig , Sarah Hughes, 2001, Juvenile Nonfiction, 24 pages. Rachel uses her pet guinea
pig, Patti, to explain what guinea pigs are, where they live, and what they eatStudent Engagement
in the Early College High School , Michael Roberts, Feb 1, 2008, Education, 160 pages. This
research examines how innovative approaches to education may enhance student engagement and
achievement. This book explores the ways that teachers, administrators, school download
Interviews With Icons: Flashing on the Sixties Lumen, Incorporated, 2000



Human Impacts on Salt Marshes A Global Perspective, Brian R. Silliman, Edwin Grosholz, Mark D.
Bertness, 2009, Nature, 413 pages. "Human Impacts on Salt Marshes provides an excellent global
synthesis of an important, underappreciated environmental problem and suggests solutions to the
diverse threatsUnderdawgs How Brad Stevens and Butler University Built the Bulldogs for March
Madness, David Woods, Jan 31, 2012, Sports & Recreation, 320 pages. Butler University in
Indianapolis became the smallest school in 40 years to reach the NCAA championship game. Prior
to the tournament, a statistician calculated the Bulldogs as Interviews With Icons: Flashing on the
Sixties 2000 Lumen, Incorporated, 2000
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Florence , Damien Simonis, 2004, Florence (Italy), 254 pages. Awe-inspiring art, magnificent
architecture, a turbulent history - glory in the artistic and cultural wealth of this Renaissance city.
Inside this indispensable guide you'llStrangers on the Shore The Beatitudes in World Religions,
Albert B. Randall, 2006, Religion, 169 pages. While the world's major religions differ in their
beliefs, they share common spiritual values. Although Christians and Muslims disagree about the
divinity of Jesus, the New download Interviews With Icons: Flashing on the Sixties 2000
0930829441, 9780930829445



In-group/out-group behaviour in modern societies an evolutionary perspective, Kristiaan
Thienpont, European Sociobiological Society, 1999, Social Science, 301 pagesFriends Fornever ,
Katy Grant, Jun 17, 2008, Juvenile Fiction, 226 pages. Darcy has been really looking forward to
seeing her best friend, Nicole, at Camp Pine Haven, since summers at camp are the only time they
have together, but now their Hoffnung's The Maestro , Gerard Hoffnung, 1953, Conductors
(Music), 64 pages - By Edgar N. Reyes, Southeastern Louisiana University - Provides detailed
solutions to all odd-numbered text exercises. cs.socl_wrk.ethcs_lgl_isss. A snowman keeps doing
things that make him melt, but the kids build him up again.



Social Problems Study Guide, Kenrick S. Thompson, Leda A. Thompson, William Kornblum, Joseph
Julian, 1997, Social Science, 178 pages. With historical and multicultural sensitivity, this best-
selling book probes the nature and causes of the major social changes confronting today's citizens.
Using the latestWorker participation individual control and performance, David Guest, Derek John
Fatchett, 1974, Business & Economics, 252 pages 0930829441, 9780930829445
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The Oyster Catcher , Jo Thomas, Apr 4, 2014, Fiction, 352 pages. Kindle Bestseller and RNA Joan
Hessayon Award Winner The Oyster Catcher is Jo Thomas's irresistibly feel-good Irish novel of
facing the past, finding your feet and falling inThe Tarot of Love , Keren Lewis, 1998, Body, Mind &
Spirit, 72 pages. A wealth of information is contained in these compact guides to new age methods
of self-help, healing, and renewal. Addressing methods of self-exploration, from dream Oracle Soa
Suite Performance Tuning Cookbook , Matthew Brasier, Jan 1, 2013, Computers, 328 pages. This is
a Cookbook with interesting, hands-on recipes, giving detailed descriptions and lots of practical
walkthroughs for boosting the performance of your Oracle SOA Suite
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Computer assisted learning in the United Kingdom some case studies, Richard Hooper, National
Development Programme in Computer Assisted Learning, 1975, Education, 350 pages5 Days to a
Clutter-Free House Quick, Easy Ways to Clear Up Your Space, Sandra Felton, Marsha Sims, Feb 1,
2013, House & Home, 224 pages. While most of us aren't hoarders we can all benefit from
assessing and reducing the clutter in our homes--and then organizing what's left. Many things stop
us from succeeding Families and their needs: with particular reference to one-parent., Volume 1
with particular reference to one-parent families, Audrey Hunt, Judith Fox, Margaret Morgan, Great
Britain. Office of Population Censuses and Surveys. Social Survey Division, Great Britain. Dept. of
Health and Social Security, 1973, Family & Relationships Joshua walked to the front of the room
and stood behind the podium. From deep within, he heard these words. I have received a
marvelous gift. This gift cost its bearer his life. Looks at the problems caused by chronic fatigue
syndrome, fibromyalgia, herpes, Gulf War Syndrome, MS, AIDS, and environmental illnesses, and
describes a new approach to immune.



May out west poems of May Swenson, May Swenson, Jan 1, 1996, History, 61 pages. This new
collection of May Swenson's poems takes the West as its focus and field of vision. As the West was
a place of inspiration to her, and of origin, the book gathers herAdvertising outdoors Watch this
space!, David Bernstein, 1997, Business & Economics, 240 pages. Outdoor advertising is one of the
oldest and purest forms of communication.rom the earliest painted Roman walls to the latest video
walls and laserrojections in Times Square download Interviews With Icons: Flashing on the Sixties
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